On September 27th 2015, in Krauja (Daugavpils, Latvia), the fourth transnational meeting of Erasmus + „Programme Esther Educating Emotions in Europe“ (2014-1-ES-01-KA201-003437) began.

The following members attended the meeting:

**Spain:**
- Gema Montesinos Martinez
- Antonio Martinez Torres
- Juan Manuel Ortega Ortiz

**Portugal:**
- Jose Amoroso
- Cristina Faustino

**Hungary:**
- Márta Baloghné Krajcsovicz
- Sára Szakálasné Elek

**France:**
- Nadine Tosques
- Catherine Gevaux

**Greece:**
- Magdalini Zervou
- Panagiota Pyrgou

**Latvia:**
- Jelena Cirša
- Anna Vaidere
- Jūlija Ņikitina
- Vita Naklonova
- Elvira Švilpa
- Tatjana Zviceviča
In this fourth meeting the following agreements were made and following activities were undertaken:

**Sunday 27.09.2015**

17.30 Pick up at the Riga’s Airport partners from Greece and France (Spanish, Portuguese and Hungarian partners had already arrived the previous days)
21.00 Reception and welcoming in Latgola hotel (Daugavpils)

**Monday 28.09.2015**

09.30 Welcoming all partners at the kindergarten “Rukitis”. Welcoming concert prepared by our pupils with folk dances, singing our native songs and fairytale, included phrases in all partners languages.
10.30 Tour around the kindergarten, visiting groups and other rooms.

11.35 Presentation for our children about partners countries and schools.

13.15 Coordination meeting and report about the activities done. Partners presented their Lipdup about motivation. Headmistress of our kindergarten have shown the presentation about Emotional intelligence in Latvian educational system.
All partners exchanged with Leaflets where was posted information to the parents about project activities. At the end of the project meeting in kindergarten all partners exchanged of presents.

14.30 Excursion to the Daugavpils museum of local lore.
Tuesday 29.09.2015

9.30 Future project activities.

All presentation and video partners must upload on etwinning.net Twinspace. During the discussion about Travel agency has been decided that all foto and information about interesting places will treated by Greek team. Was decided to organize skype session between partners pupils. To make a relationship between pupils was desided to prepare a Christmas tree decoration and send to each other by post office.

13.00 Visit of Naujene parish council. Partners had meeting with the head of the council Ms Inara Miglane and with the head of educational department Ms Janita Zarakovska. They watched a presentation about the history of our county, delivered the Manifest and exchanged gifts with the head of the council.

14.00 Excursion to the local history museum.
15.00 Excursion and a rest in a Stalkers Rest Park.

The park is located in picturesque place on the bank of the Daugava River on the territory of Daugavas Loki Nature Park. Tasting the Latvian national dishes and drinks.

Wednesday 30.09.2015.

9.00 Walk around the parks and squares of Daugavpils.

10.00 All partners participated in an Art therapy workshop tutored by psychotherapist, Master of Psychology Ludmila Dijekiene (www.intence.lv). The
participants tried to practice some art therapy techniques directed to regulation of emotional state, analysis of our own emotions and tried some relaxation and meditation techniques.

14.30 Excursion to the fortress of Daugavpils and Mark Rotho Art Centre.

20.00 Final dinner at Gubernator restaurant.

Thursday 01.10.2015

All partners depart from Latgola hotel to the airport.